Diana Poole helps clients build and grow photographic
collections by developing collecting strategies and
advising on the acquisition, management and sale of
Fine Art photographs. She enables clients to make
thoughtful and informed decisions by revealing the
concept, history, and value behind each artwork.
Over ten years as director, curator and researcher for
leading photography galleries in London, Zürich and
New York, Diana has built an international network
of art dealers, artists, auction specialists and museum
curators. Immersed in photography from vintage to
contemporary, Diana has a depth of knowledge in the
history of photography as well as a thorough understanding of new market trends.
Working transparently, Diana provides sound recommendations in terms of both aesthetics and value,
ensuring a client’s emotional investment is also a sound
financial one. Through an empathic approach that is
focused on understanding her clients, their artistic
preferences and personal requirements, Diana is able
to provide a service that is uniquely tailored to individual needs. She combines this with authenticity
and discretion to establish strong collaborations and
long-term working relationships.

Services

Advising

Buying and Selling

Conducts an initial consultation to determine
collecting goals (specific artists, periods, general
aesthetic, budget, space parameters).
Provides alerts to significant photographs and 		
acquisition opportunities.
O ffers independent advice and research on artists,
individual artworks and the photography market.
Highlights key auctions and exhibitions.

Sources high quality photographs from 		
international galleries, artists, estates, art fairs
and auction houses.
Prepares detailed artwork proposals for both 		
private and corporate spaces.
Co-ordinates artwork logistics including		
conservation, framing, shipping, insurance
and installation.
Negotiates trade discounts for the sole benefit
of clients.
Delivers cost savings through benchmarking prices
for logistical matters such as shipping and framing.

Curating and Tours
Conducts walk-throughs of display space(s)
to assess potential locations for artworks,
lighting etc.
Leads private tours of exhibitions and art fairs.
Organises artist studio visits.
Writes criticism, essays, and reviews on 		
photography.
Curates exhibitions.

Collection management
Evaluates and develops collections.
Assists with the disposal of artworks through 		
auction or private sales.
Provides valuations of photograph collections.

Diana’s approach to consulting stems from a desire
to share her passion for the breadth and mutability
of photographic art with both those new to the
medium as well as more experienced collectors.
Research is also central to Diana’s positioning as a
consultant. She explores a photographer’s creative
output and ideology, alongside investigation of
aspects such as image and print quality, provenance
and price analysis.
Diana offers her clients several benefits, including:
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Working independently, which places her in a
unique position to provide unbiased advice and
freely select artworks from the optimal source,
anywhere in the world.
Access to emerging and established, museum
quality photographs through strong relationships
with artists, estates and international galleries.
Expertise in the history of photography, print 		
specifications and in-depth knowledge of the
market and the value of artworks.
Integrity in always working transparently and
empathetically, with careful oversight of all 		
aspects of a purchase or sale.
To help build meaningful and thought provoking art
collections, and to optimize acquisition costs and
long-term value, Diana highlights artworks that align
with a collector’s taste and requirements. Through
her comprehensive services and personal involvement,
Diana ensures that clients feel supported, inspired
and informed.

DP “Bianca Brunner comes to ideas for her photographs
from playing with forms (usually geometric) and
colours, repeating patterns, and through drawing.
The conceptual aspect to her work comes later, a slow
distancing of the reproduction from the original. The
images often don’t look like photographs, but drawings
or prints. She also plays with scale, the change in
dimensions disguising the subject. Brunner’s is a raw
and experimental studio process, converting found
materials into minimal, often abstract images where
components are reduced to their most essential forms.
She uses photography to obscure what is real, inherently challenging how we understand and interpret
what we see.”

Left
Harlequin (1), 2014
Right
Harlequin (2), 2014
Courtesy of BolteLang,
© Bianca Brunner

Bianca Brunner
(b. 1974, CH)

BB “A gap or a hiatus in the real is what fascinates me
about photography. This paradox that we have to
shuttle visually and conceptually between seeing
the image as a thing in itself and a record of actual
entities. A palpable evanescence; things that insist
and vanish in the same moment.”

Che Guevara, Ministry of
Industry, Havana, 1963
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René Burri
(1933–2014, CH)

RB “What counts is putting the intensity that you,
yourself, have experienced into the picture. Otherwise
it is just a document. But if you are truly successful
in capturing the pulse of life, then you can speak of
a good photograph.”
DP “René’s photo archive is an extraordinary visual record
of the latter half of the 20th Century. It gives us
intimate access to key historical figures like Churchill,
Che Guevara, Le Corbusier, Mao, Picasso and
world-changing events like the Vietnam War and the
fall of the Berlin Wall. The emotion and energy of his
photographs, inviting intimacy through their close
framing, enable us to feel as if we, too, are engaging
with these iconic figures. Burri’s photographs of
Che Guevara are especially dynamic – capturing the
revolutionary’s charisma, his frustrations, exhaustion,
anger, passion and humour. Che was rarely photographed in such a personal and human way. These
photographs have extraordinary presence, providing
us with a record of history otherwise unavailable.”

Top
0865, 2009
( from ‘Glass House’)
Bottom
0775, 2006
( from ‘Glass House’)
Courtesy the artist and David
Zwirner, New York /London
Philip Johnson Glass House is
a site of the National Trust for
Historic Preservation

James Welling
(b. 1951, USA)

JW “The deeper I go with colour, the more convinced I
am that there’s so much more to explore. The more
I observe the colours of the natural world, the more
astonished I am at what I don’t perceive at first glance.”
DP “Welling merges the real with the fictional, often
through sublime colour spectrums. The photographs
are compelling in their beauty, conceptual ideology
and experimental processes. For over forty years,
Welling has explored theories of realism and abstraction
through the exploration of optics and the chemical
nature of photography, operating in the hybrid ground
between painting, sculpture and traditional photography.
In his ‘Glass House’ series, he used colour filters and
uneven glass to break light into spectrums, veils
and distortions, creating refractions that confuse the
natural and the artificial, and freeing colour to have
its own logic.”

Adam Fuss
(b. 1961, UK)
Untitled, 2007
Courtesy of Cheim & Read,
New York, © Adam Fuss

AF “An echo is a good way to describe the photogram,
which is a visual echo of the real object. That’s
why I like to work with the photogram, because
the contact with what is represented is actual. It’s
as if the border between the world and the print
is osmotic.”
DP “Adam Fuss’ photograms radiate a curious living
presence. They are made in the dark, with live
creatures (e.g. snakes, butterflies, rabbits) or organic
matter (water droplets, smoke) coming into physical
contact with the paper on which the final print
appears. There is directness, intimacy. Stealing a bit
of anima from the objects placed on paper, simple
materials are transformed into extraordinary traces.
His large-scale series recording the effects of a pool
transformed by droplets of water offer a sense of the
boundless energy of life. The circles expand infinitely,
each varying image of induced ripples exemplifying
a transcendental moment.”

Herb Ritts
(1952–2002, USA)
Versace Veiled Dress,
El Mirage, 1990
Courtesy of Edwynn
Houk Gallery, © Herb Ritts

HR “I like form and shape and strength in pictures.”
DP “Ritts constructs compositions where emphasis is
placed on the void as well as the form. The images
derive power from their simplicity and their focus
on form, imbuing them with a graphic quality that
abstracts the body into shapes, figures and lines.
In ‘Veiled Dress’, the model’s statuesque pose
transforms her figure into something sculptural,
monumental. The negative space too lends a kind
of power, not just to the image but to the viewer,
creating room to bring his or her own interpretations
to the work, to reflect.”

Top
Camera Obscura of Central Park
Looking North, Spring, 2010
Bottom
Tent Camera Image on Ground:
View of the Golden Gate Bridge
from Battery Yates, 2012
Courtesy of Edwynn Houk Gallery,
© Abelardo Morell

Abelardo Morell
(b. 1948, Cuba)

AM “Photography’s power is to make even dreams seem
quite concrete.”
DP “Morell uses an entire room as a camera obscura to
project outside views, inverted, onto the interiors
of rooms. More recently, he developed this technique
using a tent, with the external landscape projected
onto the ground inside the tent, which he then
photographs. In the tent photograph ‘View of the
Golden Gate Bridge’, we see the bridge interweaving
with the rocky textures of the ground, the tufts of
grass calling to mind fireworks in the sky. Seen in the
context of Surrealism, where bizarre and unexpected
combinations allow the unconscious to express itself,
the resulting photograph invites the rational and
irrational to exist in the same space. The merging of
two worlds that takes place in Morell’s photographs
is something we only experience in dreams, where
unrelated subjects come together and in this illusory
space, begin to make sense.”

LDN Series, 2011–12
Courtesy of Roman Road,
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Antony Cairns
(b. 1980, UK)

AC “Nothing is more important than taking the picture.
It is not the base of it but you have to be a photographer and have a reason or a goal with what you
are taking pictures of. But it is also about the process
and the layering afterward.”
DP “Antony Cairns works quickly, documenting new
architectural structures lit up artificially at night.
His practice is rooted in chemical-based techniques,
dark room experiments which allow spills and
imperfections to inform the work. The photographs
are printed on aluminium, linking conceptually with
the use of metal in the building trade. The locations
are intentionally unrecognisable, surreal traces of
urban landscapes. In his series of photographs set in
London, Cairns offers a brutal, unromantic view of
the city. Unusually devoid of landmarks, the city
feels distant and strange, even lonely or lost. Seen
together, the works in the series offer a more universal
view of the city – different accents/marks/fragments
of a greater whole.”
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